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localized states in physics: solitons and patterns - states in physics, offering a comprehensive panorama
of conﬁned states, from lo- calized patterns to solitons, convectons, oscillons, pulses, etc., aimed at
establishing a common - or at least shared - comprehension of these physical states. local moments and
localized states - nobelprize - in these solutions, the local state is mixed into scattered free-electron states:
there are no local bound electronic states, but there is a local moment. quantum mechanics of kleingordon fields i: hilbert space ... - hilbert space, localized states, and chiral symmetry a. mostafazadeh∗and
f. zamani† ∗ department of mathematics, koc¸ university, rumelifeneri yolu, 34450 sariyer, istanbul, turkey †
department of physics, institute for advanced studies in basic sciences, 45195-1159 zanjan, iran abstract we
derive an explicit manifestly covariant expression for the most general positive-deﬁnite and ... snakes and
ladders: localized solutions of plane couette ow - solutions in pcf by schneider, marinc and eckhardt [19]
which qualitatively resemble localized states in the she. the aim of this letter is to elucidate the origin of these
snakes and ladders: localized states in the swift ... - the swift–hohenberg equation with cubic and quintic
nonlinearities exhibits multiple stable and unstable spatially localized states of arbitrary length in the vicinity
of the maxwell point between spatially homogeneous and periodic states. discrete localized states and
localization dynamics in ... - discrete localized states and localization dynamics in discrete nonlinear
schrödinger equations view the table of contents for this issue, or go to the journal homepage for more home
search ... stationary localized states due to quadratic nonlinearity ... - stationary localized states due to
quadratic nonlinearity in one dimensional systems anandamohan ghosh ⋆, b c gupta and k kundu institute of
physics, bhubaneswar - 751 005, india ⋆ permanent address: department of physics, university of pune, pune 411007, india abstract we investigate the eﬀect of a nondegenerate quadratic nonlinear dimeric impurity on
the formation of stationary ... localized states in a triangular set of linearly coupled ... - localized states
in a triangular set of linearly coupled complex ginzburg-landau equations ariel sigler and boris a. malomed
department of interdisciplinary studies, school of electrical engineering, faculty of engineering, localized
states in the conserved swift-hohenberg equation ... - localized states in the conserved swift-hohenberg
equation with cubic nonlinearity uwe thiele, * andrew j. archer, and mark j. robbins department of
mathematical sciences, loughborough university, loughborough, leicestershire le11 3tu, united kingdom the
emergence of a coherent structure for coherent ... - which localized states have been observed, in either
laboratory or numerical experiments, beforel discussing analytical approaches to the dynamics of equation
(1.1). self-localized states in photonic topological insulators - self-localized states in photonic
topological insulators yaakov lumer, yonatan plotnik, mikael c. rechtsman, and mordechai segev physics
department and the solid state institute, technion – israel institute of technology, haifa 32000, israel
statistical physics, second revised and enlarged edition - statistical physics second revised and
enlarged edition by tony guénault emeritus professor of low temperature physics lancaster university, uk
introduction to modern solid state physics - introduction to modern solid state physics yuri m. galperin
fys 448 department of physics, p.o. box 1048 blindern, 0316 oslo, room 427a phone: +47 22 85 64 95, e-mail:
iourilperinefys.uio the growth of localized states on the surface of magnetic ... - the growth of localized
states on the surface of magnetic fluids holger knieling a , ingo rehberg a , reinhard richter a,} 1* a
experimentalphysik v, universit¨at bayreuth, d-95440 bayreuth, germany time evolution of initially
localized states in two ... - time evolution of initially localized states in two-dimensional quantum dot arrays
in a magnetic ﬁeld m. taut , u. landman, c. yannouleas school of physics, georgia institute of technology,
atlanta, ga 30332, usa received 9 february 2004; received in revised form 7 may 2004; accepted 5 june 2004
available online 3 august 2004 abstract theevolutionofnon-stationarylocalizedstatesjcðt ¼ 0Þi ...
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